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Quick Rollup 

• Reviews are an incredibly powerful influencer for potential book buyers – and there are more 

options than ever 

• There’s no such thing as too early for a review. Even if your book release is 6 months from now, 

many review houses will accept a submission, and the earlier the better 

• Because of more positive sentiment toward self-published and indie authors, as well as Covid-

related safety measures, most review houses now accept PDF manuscript submissions, which is 

a huge time (and resource) saver  

• Reviews are often expensive but are well worth the investment…for your current book and they 

have a long shelf life for your writing career 

• Send your book to a variety of different TYPES of reviewers for full coverage  

• Approach prominent news outlets as well as local newspapers from where you currently live, 

and also your hometown  

The Value of Reviews  

Reviews are one of the most important marketing tools for your forthcoming published book. Why? 

Because people are busy, and if you help them decide whether or not to buy your book, that’s less work 

and research they need to do. And when you save people TIME, they will love you for it. Let’s dig into 

this a bit more. Reviews demonstrate that other people think your book is readable and, therefore, 

worthy of not only the cost of buying it but also their time investment to actually read it. Again, people 

are busy and time is a precious commodity. 

Definitions 

• Free review houses means they don’t charge any fee for submitting or reviewing your book (IF it 

gets selected for a review)  

• Paid review houses will guarantee that your book WILL be reviewed for a fee, but still no 

guarantee that it will be a favorable review. Luckily, if it’s not a favorable review, they will 

typically agree to NOT publish it publicly on their website. 

Review Types 

For potential readers, seeing reviews of your book is great. Their next question will be about who’s 

writing the review and why they’re necessarily an authority worth listening to. 

• Industry Reviews – Publisher’s Weekly, Booklist, Library Journal, Kirkus – why are these 

important? They’re free and their impartial 



• Author Blurbs – for back cover – preferably by either bestselling authors, prominent media 

influencers, or authors who write/publish in your genre 

• Magazines/Newspapers – NYT Book Review and other similar houses, SF Chronicle, LA Times, 
Boston Globe  

• Other review houses – US Review of Books, San Francisco Book Review, Midwest Book Review, 
etc 

• Blogger Reviews – These are great because they often come with an author interview for extra 
PR value. Here’s my author spotlight and interview of IUPH author Bharat Krishnan 

• YouTube book reviewers – YouTube vlogs are popular because video is a dynamic and powerful 
medium, for both entertainment and learning.  30 Book Review YouTube Channels To Follow 

• Reader reviews – Don’t discount these as an important metric of your book’s readability. And 
you don’t necessarily need to wait till your book comes out. I asked a number of friends/family 
to read a few chapters of my book and provide a one-sentence statement about something they 
liked about it, and I got some great reader comments that are published on my website under 
the heading “What readers are saying so far” : 

o “A wild ride, begs for a sequel” 
o “Pulls you into a secret underworld that you know is perilous but can’t help but want to 

enter yourself” 
o “Once you pick this book up, good luck trying to put it down.” 
o “The storytelling was amazing” 
o “She had me at page 1, thrilling right from the start” 
o “I really like the witty dialogue, the way you bring each character into the story, making 

the story relatable on multiple levels” 
  

 

Industry Standard Reviewers (FREE) 
Pros and Cons  
 

Pros: 

Because of the vastly changed publishing landscape over the past few years, and also because of Covid, 

most of the major review houses started accepting PDF galleys instead of hard copy. Why does this 

matter? Because you can create a final PDF version of your book anytime, even before the official book 

interior is finished and formatted, by just adding your publisher information and your book cover to a 

final PDF version of your manuscript. This also means you can potentially get reviews very early in the 

process, and positive reviews matter to bookstores that are considering buying your books and potential 

interviewers considering investing time/effort to promote you. Additionally, many of those venues also 

have a separate division or some sort of process now that specifically favors indie authors and, in some 

cases, self-published authors  

Cons: 

• Most of these premiere industry review houses only select a very small percentage of books 

submitted to them for reviews 

https://digitalraconteur.wordpress.com/2021/06/10/author-spotlight-bharat-krishnan/
https://blog.feedspot.com/book_review_youtube_channels/


• Lead time requirements are typically 3-4 months prior to official release date and these dates 

are non-negotiable 

• Many require Publishers to submit books for authors, not direct submittals 

• Most require bound hard copies, and multiple copies of them to boot 

• Reviews are not guaranteed, and published reviews aren’t guaranteed to necessarily be positive 

• Last but not least, reviews often can take up to 3 months to get back 

 

 

 

 

PAID Reviewers  
Pros: 

• They guarantee that your book will be reviewed 

• They offer expedited options for getting your review back sooner (for additional cost) 

• Some of them offer multiple options like premium and premium-plus for additional services to 

get the most out of your review with broad visibility  

• They also offer to not publish your review on their website if the review is not favorable  

Cons: 

• Expensive 

 

Reference  

Reviewer Pros Cons 
Publisher’s Weekly Industry gold standard, free for 

traditionally published. Must 
submit via Galley Tracker, see link 

No option specifically for indie 
published, no acknowledgement of 
receipt, low chance of being selected 
for review, could take a while 

Library Journal Industry gold standard, free  

Booklist Industry gold standard, reviewers 
for the American Library 
Association, free 

No acknowledgement of receipt, low 
chance of being selected for a review, 
could take a while 

Kirkus Industry gold standard, expedited 
options 

Expensive 

Midwest Book Review Free for hardcopy books, 
expedited options, lengthy 
reviews and extremely well 
written and highly detailed, and 
they are FAST 

$50 for ebook submittals 

https://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/corp/submissionguidelines.html
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?page=Review-Submissions
https://www.booklistonline.com/get-reviewed
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/indie-reviews/
https://www.midwestbookreview.com/get_rev.htm


San Francisco Book 
Review 

Expedited options, very well 
written 

Fee based 

US Review of Books Expedited options Fee based, expedited option 

Foreword Reviews Highly respected, has eBook/PDF 
option to submit, also offers a 
Clarion Review for wider coverage 

Expensive, long wait time, hard 
requirement for submitting books 4 
months prior to release 

LA Review of Books Credible industry book reviewing 
resource, no fee 

Hardcopies only, no 
acknowledgement of receipt, no 
guarantee of a review 

   

 

Specifically for Self-Published Authors 

Reviewer Pros Cons 

Booklife by Publishers Weekly Specifically for self-published 
authors, and reviews are 
guaranteed; Indie authors can 
be reviewed by Traditionally-
published option 

Expensive, long wait time, even 
for expedited reviews 

Blue Ink Reviews Specifically for self-published 
authors, offers expedited option 

Expensive, long wait time, even 
for expedited reviews 

Clarion Reviews (indie arm of 
Foreward Reviews) 

Good visibility and market 
coverage, other perks 

Expensive, and hard 
requirement for receiving books 
for review 4 months prior to 
publication 

 

How To Request a Review Via Email (if there’s no online 

form) 

• Subject should include “Crime Thriller Book Review Request: Title by YOUR NAME” 

• Dear Ms./Mr. __________,  Thank you so much for considering my crime thriller, 95, for a 

possible book review or profile by the LA Times. A PDF digital version of the completed 

manuscript is attached. 

• Next paragraph should include your author website, your book’s page on the IUPH website, and 

your Amazon author page 

• Next section should include Book Details – Publisher, ISBNs, release date, formats, pages, genre, 

audience, comparative titles 

• Description/Synopsis (no more than 2 paragraphs)  

• Reviews/testimonials (include any that you’ve gathered so far) 

• Author bio and/or previous titles 

• Please let me know if I can answer any questions and thank you again for your consideration.  

 

https://sanfranciscobookreview.com/submission-guidelines/
https://sanfranciscobookreview.com/submission-guidelines/
https://www.theusreview.com/USRsubmit.html
https://publishers.forewordreviews.com/reviews/
https://lareviewofbooks.org/about/contact/
https://booklife.com/about-us/review-submission-guidelines.html
https://www.blueinkreview.com/how-it-works/
https://publishers.forewordreviews.com/reviews/#service-clarion-review


A few final notes 

• Lisa, our Publisher, is able and willing to submit to any review house on our behalf, for any 

venue with that requirement. She is a wealth of knowledge and is ready to assist. 

• My recommendation is to HAPPILY INVEST IN YOURSELF AND YOUR WRITING CAREER. Do this 

by investing in 1-2 Paid Reviews and do it early in the process, which will give you a lot of time to 

capitalize on that review – it will help you get other reviews, you can use blurbs from your 

review on social media, use it to influence booksellers to carry your book and set up signing 

events for you down the road. Also submit your book for a few free, gold-standard reviews. 

•  Reach out to me for any follow-up questions and, in particular, if anything in this guide needs to 

be updated based on your experience.  

 

Go Forth and Promote! 


